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People hate to wait and they don’t have to.
Competition is making sure of that.
People expect an immediate response. If by next year, your organization’s computer can’t
start communicating directly with customers in a fast and friendly way about the basic stuff
they want to know, it will have truly “missed the boat.” A big wave of user demand for conversational interface is coming. Will the organization be able to ride it? It’s a tough problem for
enterprises with robust back-office systems such as Oracle Forms or its counterparts, Oracle
E-Business Suite (EBS), JD Edwards, Primavera, et al. But there are ways to move forward, to
communicate much faster, and much better. Until recently, poor technology limited quick
responses to the basic information that users want and need from enterprise organizations.
Modern technology from Oracle has shifted much of that work to chatbots, using Machine
Learning and Natural Language Processing. Massive opportunity is now available for organizations to transform business applications to conversational interfaces.

Chatbots add speed and eﬃciency
to protect the business
Speech is the original human interface, and now people are talking with Alexa®, Cortana®,
Google Assistant®, and Siri® because those AI bots are getting more competent and more
helpful. (Notice: talking with, not talking at those computer bots. It is an experience people
describe as conversational.) Generations have grown accustomed to computers, and now
computers are powerful enough, and software is good enough, to converse with humans. The
good news is that conversational apps and devices your customers already have, such as
those from Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and Slack, can safely connect to your back-end
systems using a solution called AuraPlayer – and enable these systems.
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Oracle adds chat to the enterprise
Oracle Intelligent Bots Cloud Service oﬀers a conversational interface to
create Chatbots for the major and well-established chat applications.

Connection and integration are the keys to unlocking business potential of chat. While chatbots can exist in their own non-connected environment, they bring much greater value when
connected to organization data and business logic.
For example, by saying “book me a flight to SFO” to a skilled and informed application, a chatbot can add what it knows about location and calendar events on the mobile device to what
it has learned about seating and airline preference to present intelligent results most likely to
produce a purchase decision.
It can even include personalized pricing based on what it knows or has learned about travel
patterns. The computer science behind chatbot technology is mind-boggling. Oracle has done
most of the heavy lifting. Its framework offers much of what customers need to build a solid
chat application.
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Intents, Entities, Flows & Components
Oracle Intelligent Bots cloud service presents a graphical interface for customers to define
four aspects of the process. Once the schema is laid out, Oracle generates the AI to interface
with the SDKs of most chat applications, and can extend the use-case to speech as well as
keyboard messaging.
Each bot is made up of four elements: Intents, Flows, Entities, and Components. Together
these elements form a Chatbot, which can be interacted with via a messaging channel such as
Facebook Messenger or Slack. To illustrate how Intelligent Bots cloud service works, consider
a simple example, an inquiry into a bank account balance. A typical exchange may start with,
“How much is left in my checking account?” The chatbot must decipher the Intent of this
request. The system must be able to translate this to a logic statement, and if it can’t, it must
prompt the end user for more information, such as “from which checking account?” Once the
intent is determined, the chatbot needs to form the proper internal syntax to produce an
action, and pass that statement to the enterprise application. It then waits to receive data
from that back office system, and form the appropriate response. It must interpret both
human and computer language well enough to accurately represent each party’s interest.

A CHATBOT CONVERSATION
I want to check my account balance

Which account would you like to check?

My checking account

The balance in your checking account is $1,285,00
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Intents
An intent is a built-in feature of a chatbot that is able to understand what the end user wants.
To build the intent, we need utterances. When designing The Bot, the developer must think
of the many ways in which the intent may be expressed. Meaning how will the end users
phrase the questions to map to specific topics for The Bot to respond to. That way, over time
the chatbot will learn to identify and classify intents from the utterances.
Machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) offer the best way of accomplishing
a conversational, “life-like” experience. With this technology, a list of utterances that identify
intents are scored against the set of intents. And in Oracle Intelligent Bot service we are given
the opportunity to “Train The Bot” by reclassifying utterances to belong to specific intents in
cases where originally The Bot got it wrong. After this training occurs, The Bot should be able
to classify utterances in their intents by at least a 50% confidence level.

For example, “Tell me how much cash I have in my checking account” may have a 90% correlation
with the intent, “How much money is in my checking account?” The chatbot engine provides
the intent attribution and confidence factor of the proper response.
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Entities
Entities are the fields and data points that will be extracted from the intents that we will need
to map to our REST services. In the case of our example, an entity may include bank account
or credit card number. Values for entities are used as input parameters when requesting data
and executing processes. Oracle Intelligent Bots cloud service comes with some built-in standard sets that include date, time, currency, and the like. Users can create additional custom
parameters, and also configure lists of values the system will use to validate or suggest during
the chatbots’ function.
Flows
Flows are where much of the magic happens. For the chatbot to work, it must have a path to
run on, a pre-planned conversation flow, the process of normalized or standard data formation.
The flow may result in more questions, the answers of which increase a set of attributes that
will map to entities. For example, the utterance “when is the next train” will require the “from”
and “to” station attributes before the API call can be made. Great value can come from
well-designed flows. Because Oracle Intelligent Bots cloud service stores data values in local
cache, information gathered along the way is used to personalize the relationship. The chatbot
doesn’t need to ask for the user name more than once. Oracle Intelligent Bots cloud service
custom components are elements that connect to information stores and processing engines.
The API store provides easy access to data and processes using the standard GET and POST
operators across an organization. There is only one problem, they can’t talk directly to Oracle
Forms, Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS), JD Edwards, or Primavera.

Which is why Oracle customers who want to connect
chat applications to their back-oﬃce applications
need AuraPlayer.
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AuraPlayer Bridges the Gap
AuraPlayer is a unique patented solution to bridge the gap between Oracle back-ends such as
Oracle Forms, E-Business Suite, JD Edwards, Primavera and next generation front-ends. It
unlocks the business logic trapped in these desktop-bound applications without back-end
redevelopment cost or risk. AuraPlayer is a seamless solution that exposes business applications
as web service REST / JSON by recording user actions to create the backbone for any conversational application.
At the most basic level, the enablement of Oracle back-ends are done through web services.
So, once the recorded business processes are available as a web service, via Auraplayer they
can be consumed in any modern front-end. The same business process that runs through
Oracle on-premise now runs through the conversational application. That translates to users
running the same form they run on the desktop from a mobilized or conversational environment.
The personalizations will run as expected.
The triggers, business logic and validations, all run as they should, just not
on the old desktop.
There is no “new Oracle Forms”, the same business process is running on the
Oracle application server or Webogic server. There is no need to run another
instance of Oracle Forms.
No need to reverse engineer business logic to the database.

Once those services exist, the massive opportunity for conversational relationships with users
(and your competitors’ users) is available. The good news is that AuraPlayer has been helping
organizations complete their business digital transformation for years. And the current
AuraPlayer software solution can produce working proof of concepts in record time. Talk to
the engineers at AuraPlayer to get more insight in how a working chat prototype can be up
and running in your organization in days or weeks, not months and years.
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Find Out More About AuraPlayer
Join the conversation
http://twitter.com/auraplayer
Visit our website
http://www.auraplayer.com
Learn more
http://www.linkedin.com/company/auraplayer
View our demos
https://www.youtube.com/user/adminoraplayer
Contact us
AuraPlayer at info@auraplayer.com

About AuraPlayer
AuraPlayer is a patented, unique solution to bridge the gap between backend applications
and the cloud. AuraPlayer transforms any data source, legacy or cloud application to any digital experience, mobile application or chatbot in days WITHOUT back-end redevelopment.
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